
UV+PCO Modules - Commerial Air Purifier Modules  

 

The UV+PCO module, also named as Commercial Air Purifier module, that is possible to reproduce the electricity 

naturally found in air by Air Ionizer .   

 

 

◆ How it works ： 

 

 

 

Natural bio-climate rich in UV+PCO oxygen molecules 

 



 

◆ Nano PCO technology: 

Nanophotonic Air Purifier adopts international leading Nano Photonic purification technology to produce  

pure active oxygen , hydroxyl radical OH, hydrogen peroxide H2O2 and negative ions . 

1. Pure active oxygen： Strong oxidant,which is the most powerful oxidant in the world except of Fluorine,which 

can kill up virus,germs, and eliminate airborne pollutants quickly and effectively, meanwhile, it still can recover 

to pure oxygen again. Active Oxygen also can cure up many deseases , and degrade pesticides residues in 

food & hormones in animal products. It can effectively degrade pollutants in water and improve water quality. 

2. H2O2：Strong oxidant, quickly kill up viruses, bacterias, fungi and other microorganisms,remove organic 

pollutants in the air.  

3. OH：Very Strong Oxidant quickly kill up viruses, bacterias,fungi and other microorganisms . 

4. Negative Ions : It can improve air freshness . Studies have shown that high concentrations of anions, people 

will feel high, full of energy and resistant to allergies and depression. 

 

◆ Main features :  Sterilization and Odor Neutralization 

More features of Nano PCO purification  

◊ Highly efficient purification, Excellent sterilization effect 

   ▪ Fast and effectively eliminate more than 95% bacterias,viruses such kind of microorganism. 

   ▪ Effectively remove TVOC,HCHO,benzene such kind of organic pollutants. 

   ▪ It produces negative ions to clean the particles.                

▪ Effectively remove smoke,Hydrothion,ammonia nitrogen such kind of harmful gas.  

◊ Running steadily and Safe 

▪ Ozone density less than 0.04ppm. (China's ministry of health sets ozone levels at less than 0.1 PPM and the US 

environmental protection agency sets at less than 0.05 PPM ) 

▪ The product will not produce secondary pollution (such as nitrogen and oxygen compounds), safe and 

reliable use. 

◊ Low investment, low energy consumption, easy installation, no maintenance 

▪ It can be conveniently installed in the air ducts of air conditioning and ventilation system, with simple 

installation and no maintenance 



 

◆ Product Specifications :  

Model No.：KH-07 (UV+PCO Module) 

Power Source：DC12V 

Power consumption：3W 

Ambient Temperature：running 0～40℃（but not frozen）, Storage  -10～55℃ 

Ambient Humidity：running 70％（not dew formation , Storage 85％（not frozen） 

Generating type：DC high voltage discharge type  

UV wave length : 254nm 

UV lamp lifetime : more than 7000H   

Relative area：20 m3 

Dimensions:  Bottomφ47 * H85 mm 

 

◆ APPLICATIONS:  

Application : fitting for KTV or Lift,  Health Spa Gym’s ,  Kitchens (home),  Living Areas, Medical Doctors 

Rooms , Meeting Rooms, Offices,  Physiotherapy’s  Restaurants (small), etc. 

           

  Air purifying for leisure aere        Air purifying for offices       Air Purifying for meeting room   

            

Eliminate static electricity for PC room Odor control and sterilization for lab Odor elimination for painting room   



 

◆  REMARKS :  

The secret - small UV+PCO clusters:   

Small UV+PCO produces the desirable characteristics found in farm and mountain fresh clean air. The small OH-  are 

electrically active, tend to cluster like grapes, and attract new molecules developing a companion population of 

medium sized UV+PCO. 

In contrast to the oxidation caused by ozone which can be caustic , increasing oxygen intake, promoting feelings of 

well being, healing and improving human and animal performance and also reducing ozone.There are numerous 

reports that show negative ions to be therapeutic, reduce disease, relieve lung and bronchial congestion, and 

effectively reduce pain and healing time for severe burns. Thoroughbred horses stabled with units increase their 

speed.  

OH- and charged particles are often considered to be contaminants . However, active small positive ions will 

reduce certain volatile organic compound gases whose chemistries are not effected or controlled by negative ions. Our 

units produce a controlled amount of small positive ions that have a role in the air purification process. Many VOC 

pollutants are not removed or controlled by negative ion generators. 

 


